
Benchmarking ARR2019 for Victoria
ABSTRACT

Following the release of ARR2019, a key question which remained unanswered was whether 
modelling using  a   combination of the new design inputs was able to replicate observed historic 
flood behaviour in a catc hm en t. Recently, Melbourn e Water and the Victorian Government 
commissioned a study for Victoria to investigate this issue.
Twenty-five catchments were identified across Victoria with a range of catchment 
characteristics, calibrated RORB models a nd  reas onabl y   r el iable record of gauge d streamflow 
data. The recorded streamflow data at each of the adopted gauge sites was used to derive at- 
site flood frequency curves for AEPs between 10% and 1%. These frequency analyses, applying 
both LH-moments and B ay esian approac he s, were used to compa re the design flood estimates 
obtained using regional data from the ARR Data Hub.
The outcome of this assessment indicated that the use of the standard ARR2019 design inputs 
for Victoria is likely to result in an under es timate of des ig n flood peak flow in  the majority of 
catchments. Therefore, if regional design information is relied upon without undertaking any 
local verification, then the resulting design flood estimates are likely to be lower than  an 
assessment based on historic observations.

A  nu mber of approaches  were trialled  using readily available  design  data  to address the 
systematic bias which was observed. These approaches highlighted that there were regional 
diffe rences in loss estimates corresponding to the  four differe nt hy droclimatic groupi ngs (or  
“ loss region s ” ) used in ARR2019.  Based on this investigation, it was recommended flood 
estimates obtained using ARR2019 Data Hub regional information should be derive d using the 
75 th  percentile pre-burst rainfall  (in lieu of  the  median value) in c ombination with unmodified 
Data Hub values of initial and continuing loss for specific loss regions. This recommendation 
has been accepted and is being updated in ARR Data Hu b  to provide  revised  guidance  for  
Victoria.

INTRODUCTION

The rel ease of Australian Rainfall and Runoff  2019  ( ARR2019)  provided a range of new techniques 
and datasets to support design flood estimation in Australia .  Whilst  considera ble effort was expended in 
developing the new guidance, there was  limited oppo rtunity for ben chmarking the design flood s  
estimated using these new datasets. 

Since  the  ARR 2019 release some  benchmarking   of the design flood estimation  has   occurred  which in  
di cate d  potential biases in  that   design flood estimates   underestimat ed   gaug ed   flood  estimates .     This was 
shown by  HARC  in 2019   who undertook  a benchmarking of   23  large   rur al  catchments across Australia .   
This study demonstrated that rainfa ll-based design floods e stimated using ARR2019 procedures  and 



data  tended to  underes timate gauged flo o d frequenc y analysis .  A  benchmarking study was  also  
completed by WMAwater ( 2018 ) ,  focusing on NSW  rural  catchments .  This study  also  demonstrated 
t hat there was an identif i able bias in design flood estimates for NSW catchments derived usin g 
ARR2019  p r ocedures .  Th e s e  studies , coupled with other anecdotal evidence on benchmarking, led  
Melbourne  Water and the  Victorian Government to commission a benchma rking study to assess 
whether a similar bias existed for Victorian rural catchments.

This pa per outlin e s  the approach  un dertaken to  benchmark  design flood estimates  to determine whe ther, 
on a statistical b asis, the combin ation  of the design inputs provided  by ARR2019 produces  unb i ased 
estimates of design floods for Victorian catchments.  The appro ach  taken  was to   i dentify a  set  of  suitable  
catchments with in  Victoria   with  suitable   streamflow  gauge  records .   This data was used to estimate 
design flood quantiles  usi ng  at-site flood frequen cy analysis. Hydr ologic models were then established 
for th ese catchments  and  tested  using the de s ign input s from ARR2019. Co mparison of the modelled 
and gauged flood frequency estimates was used to determine if a bias existed ,   focusing  primarily on 
pr e-burst rainfall and reg ional loss estimates.   C o nsideration  was  also  given to  potential options to  
account for the bias identified in the evaluation

CATCHMENT SELECTION

The  initial challenge  was t o  identify   a  sufficient   number of  rural  catchments which were  suitable   for  
benchm arkin g .  A numb er of  factors were conside red  w ithin this selection.  Th ese included   prioritising  
catchments with: 

 A   range of cli matic, topographic and l and use zones  and cover ing   the majority of  Catchment 
Management Authorities (CMA’s) where possible.

 A range of different catchment sizes, with minimal urbanisation.

 M ore than  30  yea rs of  s treamflow g auging  over periods  lar gely  unaffected by  upstream storages 
or significant changes in land-use.

 Streamflow gauges  with  well - established  rating curves gauged to a reasonable portion of the 
flood of record. The  suitability   was  established by reviewing the e  rating ratio ,  which is the  
largest recorded flow  point divided  by the  maximum meas ur ed  ( gauged)  flow for the  station  
and hence  is  a measure of the degree to which the rating curve has bee n extrapolated beyond 
the measured values (Haddad et al, 2010).

 An existing, preferably calibrated, RORB model.

A total of 25 catchmen ts w ere  s elected  to  undertake this benchmarking  assessment .  F igure  1   outlines 
the location and size of each of the selected catchments.



Figure 1. Selected Catchments

FLOOD FREQUENCY ANALYSIS 

A  f lood frequency analysis  w as  undertaken  in a con sistent manner  for  the 25   selected  catchments .  The  
development of this process included the following steps: 

 Removal of baseflow

 Extraction of annual maxima 

 Fitting a suitable probability model to the flood peaks

Assessment of the significance of b aseflow for the gaug ed catchments  was  considered as par t of this 
study .  Baseflow   was removed using  the  Lyne and Hollick  digital  filter (Ladson et al., 2013)  a s 
referenced in  Chapter 4 , Book 5 o f  ARR2019  ( Hill et al., 2019).   The  analysis ind icated ba se flow  was  
typically  a   minor  propor tion  of  the annual maxima of interest  (gen erally les s than  5 %), thus removal 
of baseflow in this manner introduced little uncertainty into the extraction of surface runoff peaks.

Flood frequency analy sis  was u ndertaken by fitting a GEV distrib ution  to the annual maxima using  
LH-moments  (Want, 1997) .  Th is  approach  was  c onsidered to provide the  best fit overall part icularly at 
the rarer end of the fr equenc y curve.   The  95% confidenc e intervals were estimated  using 500 Monte 
Carlo s am ples from the fitted distribution  using a parametric bootstrap  procedure .  An LH shift of tw o 
was adopted with no low flow threshold, base d on the advice in  published litera ture   ( Wang, 199 7,  
Hosking & Wallis, 1997) 

DESIGN INPUTS

T his  study adopted a joint probability framework for design flood  estimation.   The joint probability 
f ramewor k was based on the  prin ciples outlined in  Nathan et a l (2002, 2003)  and  are  su mmarised in    
Figure  2 .   In essence  the approach involves undertaking nu merous model simulations,  where the model 
inputs are sampled from non-parametric distributions.



Figure 2. Overview of adopted joint probability framework

In developing the joint probability fra mework particular attenti on was giv en to ensuring that the mo del 
inputs and the manner in which t hey wer e  incorporated was cons istent with  ARR (Ball et al., 2019).  
Therefore ,  d es i gn  inputs  for  eac h of the 25 catchments  were extracted from the Bureau of Me teorology 
website and the ARR Data Hub 2019 v1  for  a rang e of  AE P s between 10% and 1% ,  which was  the foc  
us of this assessment.

Pre-Burst

As IFD s are not representative of a compl et e storm, pre -bur st rainfall  sho uld   be added to be consistent 
with how the A RR losses were derived.  There is ambiguity in the guida nce provided in ARR2019 
around the a pplication of  pre-burst, in particul ar  how pre-burst is to be applied temporally and whe th er 
the magnitude  of pre-burst rainfall should be specified as an absolute d epth or via a ratio t o the design 
burst. It is notewo rthy that the ARR Data Hub provides  pre-burst rain fall magnitude estimates  for a 
range of durations and AEPs (as well as several exceedance probabilities) in both depths and ratios. 

As a result , a sensi tivity analysis was u ndertaken to test  methods to ac count for the rainfall antecedent 
to  the main burst . These methods were sel ected based on  prior investig ations undertaken  in Australia 
( e.g Minty  and  Meighen, 1999 ;  Jordan et al., 2005 ;   WMAwater   2018 ) .  Th e three different methods 
analysed within this study include: 

 ARR pre-burst ratio s  - A complet e storm approach, where pre-bur st rainfall is added to burst 
ra in fall obtaine d from IFD data. The pre-burst rainfall depth is estimated using the median ratio  
v alues from the Data Hub. For Monte  Carlo simulations sampling events rarer than 1%  AEP, 
the 1% A EP pre-burst ratio was held con stant. As the ARR Data Hub  does not   provide pre - 
burst rainfall temporal patterns, pre-burst rainfall temporal patterns  estimated  by  Minty and 
Meighen (1999) for  durations  greater than 12 hours and Jordan et al. ( 2005)  for  durations  less 
than 12 hours wer e adopted. This method was used t o  derive pre-b urst design  inputs for the  
‘standard ARR2019’ analysis. 

 ARR pre -burst a bsolute values  - A burst approach, where the  median pre-burst depths from 
the Dat a Hub, averag ed between 10% AEP and 1% AEP, were subtrac ted from the median 



initial loss  ob tained from  the Data Hub. For Monte Carlo simulations sampling events rarer  than 
1%  AEP, the 1% AEP pre-burst  depth  was held cons tant. If the pre-burst exceeds the i nitial loss 
t hen the remaining pre-burst rainfall is ign ored. This process calculates a b ur st initial l oss, 
which is then used along with the burst depth obtained from  the IFD  values. This approach does 
not require the pre-burst temporal pattern to be specified.

 Bureau  of Meteorology pre-burst ratios  - A comple te storm approach, where pre-burs t  
rainfall is  added to burst rainfall obtained from IFD data. The pre-burst ra infall d epths were 
estimated using methods by the Bur eau of Meteorology as documented i n Minty and Mei ghan 
(1999) and Jordan et al. (2005). The p re-burst ratios adopted were held  c onstant for  all AEPs. 
Pre-burst rainfall temporal patterns estimated by Mint y and Me ighen (1999) and Jordan et al. 
(2005) were adopted.

These different pre-burst a pproaches are a lso represented conceptually through hyetog raphs in  Fi gure  
3

Figure 3. Conceptual hyetographs of different pre-burst approaches

All catch ments were run with the three pre - burst approaches  outlined above .  The results indicated th ere 
was minimal variation in  peak f lo w estimates up to the 1%  AEP .  W h ile  this  obser vation  a ppears  to 



indicate  that the  selected pre-burs t  method  is of  little importance,  p revious studies  such as  M inty and 
Meighen (1999) and Scorah (2015)  have demonstrated  th at  pre-bur st   rainfalls  inc rease   with burst 
m agnitude ,  and therefore  repres en ting  pre-burst  by a fixed amount   will  intro duce additional uncertainty 
under extrapolation ; c o nversely,   w hen  the pre-burst is  expressed as a ratio of  the  burst depth  (ie as an 
am ount that scales  proportionally  with rainfall) , both studies found that the ratio was invaria nt with 
AEP.

T he r efore, for this benchmarkin g, the pre-burst rainfall  were  es timated using the  median ratio   pre-burst  
valu es from the Data Hub. Although this asses sment  only focused on AEPs between 10% an d 1%, it is 
recom mended that  the  Data Hub  pre-burst ratio s   associated  with the 1%   AEP  event   are  use d  for  all  rarer 
events.

APPLICATION OF ARR2019 TO UNGAGED CATCHMENTS

The calibrated RORB models  associated   with the  25 catchments were run with the  d erive d   design 
inputs.  The design f lo w s were t hen  compared  again st  the flood f requency curve s developed for each of 
the catchments. 

Comparing the discharge from the RORB mode ls using standard ARR2019 inputs to the  gauged at -site 
flood frequency discharge i ndicated that there was a systemic  u nderestim ation of design pe ak flow, 
parti cularly for  the  more frequent AEPs. This bias is shown  in  Figure  4   using box  and whisker plots 
comp i led f rom the ratio of modelled to gaug ed peak flow across all 25 catchments.  F or al l AEP s   both 
the  mean  ( represente d by the x  symbol )  and  the  median   ( represented by the central  ho rizontal  line )   ratio 
of the discharges are less than 1, indicating that the modelled peak flows are biased low.

Analysis of individual catchm ents  highlighted that  t here are some catchments,  s u ch as Riddells Creek 
at Riddells Creek, Acheron River at Taggerty ,  and Buffalo River at Abbeyard, where the rainfall based 
peak flow estimates der ived  using  the  standard ARR2019 inputs tend to overestimate  flow. 
Notwithstanding  t his, the majority   of catchm ents demonstrate significant underestimat ion  of gauged 
design peak flows.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4. Ratio of standard ARR2019 modelled to gauge design peak flow estimates



Spatial variability in regional losses. 

Further  analysis  was u ndertaken  of  those  catchments   wher e  the rainfall based peak flow estimates 
derived using  the standard ARR2019 inputs  tended  to overestimate flow .    This analysis  indicated that 
the  majority  of the 25 catchments adopted for this study (an d  indeed most catchm ents within  Victo ria) 
sit within loss region 3 ,  as seen in  Figure  5 .   There are  some  areas  of both regions  2 and 4 within Victoria ,   
and   s ome of th e selected catchments within this study  do sit close to or partially w ithin  these oth er 
regions.

Figure  5 .  ARR loss regions for Victoria showing catchments potenti ally impacted by smoothing  
between regions

Th e  regional median storm in itial loss and continuing loss values for rural catchmen ts provid ed by 
ARR20 19  were estima ted for  the  four regions of hydrologic similarity which were defined across 
Australia  ( Hill  et al,  216 ) . T hese regions eac h have different prediction eq uations used for deriving loss 
estim ates based on independent variables such as  soil moistur e storage, potential  e vapotranspir ation 
and catchment slope.   To manag e the potentially large difference in loss estima tes  which m ight  result  ac 
ross the boundaries  of each region, smoo thing was applied. ARR2019 Book 5 Chapter 3 outlines that th  
e gridded values  w ere smoothed  using a window of 45 km x 45   km , and this  procedure was used to  
produce  the losses  provided  in the ARR Data Hub .   Acc ordingly,  catchments w hich  sit  close  to a region 
boundary may b e  affected by s mooth ing of losses across that  boundary. T his effect could result in 
significant spatial variability of the estimated loss values for that catchment.

To  investigate  the potential  impact  that  the  different loss regi ons and associated smoot hing  may  hav e  
on the analysis, catchme nt s which c ould  be influenced by the smoothing between regions  were  removed 
from the analysis .  T h ese  catchments were identi fied by  ca lculating   the c ontinuing  loss  at the centroid 
of  each  catchment and then  as  a  spatially ave raged value across each catchment .  The diff erence  between 
these two values  was then compared ,  and  those  catchments which exhibited  a  lar ge  d ifference  ( >   8% )  
were  removed  from the analysis .  A  total of  six   catchments were r emoved ,  and these are shown  by 
hashed shading  in  Figure  5 .    The refined  list of  19  catchments were  then us ed to re-create  the  box and 
whisker plots  comparing the ratio of modelled to g auged design peak flow estimate s previously  sh own 



in  Figure  4 .  Figure  6   shows that  the  re moval of the  six  catchments  adjacent to the regional bou nda ries  
slightly  reduces  both  the degree and   the variability of the bi as  (i.e. the  position and   vertical length of 
the box and whiskers) ,  tho ugh  it is ev ident t ha t the desi gn estimates are s till  systematic ally  underestimat 
ed.

Figure  6 .  Ratio of standard AR R20 19  modelled to gauged 1% AEP design peak flow  estimat es 
for all catchments vs retained catchments

POTENTIAL METHODS FOR BIAS CORRECTION

From the foreg o ing it is app arent that  adoption of  the standard ARR2019 i nputs  yields design floods 
that are  systemi c a lly   underestimat ed   when compared to  flood frequency quantiles based on gauged 
i nformation .  P relimin ary inve stigations into a number of approaches to  mitigate this bias were 
undertaken. These approaches investigated were selected based on: 

 Existing approaches adopted within other states of Australia.

 Insights gained from the results of the benchmarking process.

 Ease of use, i.e. the ability for any bi as correction approach to  be  easily adopted by pra ctitioners 
based on existing ARR Data Hub information.

Due to the uncertainties  associated  with  the spatial variability of  regional  loss  estimate s, these 
a pproache s were only  evaluated using  th e  reduced  list of 1 9   catchments  which are   wh olly with in r egion 
3 and not influenced by regional boundaries.

Continuing loss adjustment 

This approach was based on work undertaken in 2019 by WMAw a ter. Man y of the standard desi gn 
inputs, such as rainfall IFD,  temporal patterns and  r egional loss estimates which  were used  for the 
current study were also used in the WMAwater  2019 assessment , though it is  noted that a key difference 
betwe en these  two studies is  that WM Awater  used re gional estimates  of routing parameters whereas 
this study has used calibrated models.

Based on the outcome of this reconciliation, WMAwater conclud ed that the simplest  method of bias 
correctio n, if no other  option t o use calibrated or reconciled losses w as  available, was  to  reduce  the cont 



inuing loss values by  a fact or of 0.4.  They  recommended   tha t an adjustment factor of 0.4 should be 
adopted for all regional continuing loss estimates across all NSW catchments.

As similar inputs have been used for the curr ent study,  a pplication of a multiplication factor of 0.4 to 
the regional continuing loss esti mates was analysed as a potential bias correction appr oach for  Victorian 
catchments. The  results  indicated that this approach overcorrected the bias observed in de sign flood  
e stimates for  all  19 catchments .  It was found that m odelled median peak flows were  c lose to 1.5 times 
the gauged estimates for the 19 ca tchmen ts analysed, as compared to median ratios between 0.6 and 0.8 
derived using the standard ARR2019 design  inputs.   This can  be seen in the 1% AEP box and whisker  
plot in  Figure  7 .  Figure  7   also indicates  that  adjusting   continuing   loss resu lts in  a  significantly larger 
spread of results compared to the standard ARR2019 modelled design peak flows. 

T hough this outcome highlighted that a continuing  lo ss factor of 0.4  was not  appropriate for Victorian 
catchments, another adjustm ent factor could have provided a  less biased   outcome. Ho wever, this was 
not tested as the analys is highlighted  that even though a different factor may  reduce the b ias,  i t would 
not reduce the increased spread of variability in results. 

As such, it was concluded that th e approach of  applying a uniform adjustmen t factor of 0.4 to the  
ARR2019 reg io nal continuing loss estimates is not an appropria te technique for treating bias in 
modelled peak design flows for those Victorian catchments within loss region 3.

Figure 7. 1% AEP peak flow ratio standard ARR2019 vs 0.4 CL factor

Pre-Burst rainfall magnitude

As discussed above, it was found that  for the catchments and AEPs analysed  in  t his study, the modelled 
design flood peak flows were not  sensitiv e  to th e  method used to repr esent  pre-burst  rainfall s .  Howeve  
r ,  it is recognised that  there is a fundamental inconsistency in the regional median initial loss values and 
pre-burst rainfall ma gnitudes provided by AR R2019 .  T his inconsistency  is due to  the adoption of  differ  
e n t   definition s  of pre-burst  rainfall used  d uring the research projects underpinning pre-burst rainfall 
magnitudes and regional  losses. As such, it was considered possible tha t this inconsistency could  partly 
explain  the systemic underestimation of design flood peak flows.  That is,  t he median pre-burst rainfall 
magnitude values  might be  too low in comparison  to the region al initial loss estimates (or vice versa), 
and that the combination of these two inputs is then biasing the peak flow estimates.

To  investigate this ,  a  modification  w as made  to the adopted pre-burst rainfall magn itude . This approa  



ch  evaluated adoption of  the 75th percentile ratio of pre-burst rainfall  magnitude  from the ARR D ata 
Hub, instead of the median ratio values used in all previous analyses. 

A do pting the 75th p ercentile pre-burst rainfall magnitude e stimat es  was found to  reduce some of the 
bias in design peak flow estimate s for Victorian catchments   ( Fig ur e  8) . For more frequent AEPs, such 
as the 5% AEP, the  av erag e ratio of modelled to gauged design peak flow be came very clo se to 1 with 
the m edian ratio for the catchments analysed sitting just below 1 .   Figure  8   show s  that  the  1% AEP 
average and median ratios  are   sli gh tly larger than 1. This indicates  that the design  pe a ks  are  slight ly  
overestimat ed ,  however,  it  does  appreciably  reduce  the  bias   and the var iance   assoc iated with  stand ard 
ARR2019 procedures. 

Figure  8  sho ws that  although the average and m ed ian 1% AEP flows  are   slightly o verestimated, the 
confidence limits for the 1% AEP plot were smaller than those of the st andard AR R2019 outputs,  
indicating that the 75th percenti l e pre-burst rainfall magnitud es provided a better fit in general across 
all 19 catchments when compared to the standard ARR2019 values.

Figure 8. 1% AEP peak flow ratios standard ARR2019 vs 75th percentile pre-burst

Initial loss adjustment

To  account for th e potential inconsistency between regional med ia n initial loss estimates and pre -burst 
rainfall magnitudes, an approach was  also  investigated to adju st the regional initial loss  value. This was 
done instead of adjusting the pre -bur st rainfall magnitude, so  the adjusted initial loss values reported 
here were run together with median pre-burst rainfalls.

This approach considered adopting zero initial los s, instead of the regional m edian value provided by 
the Data Hub. Whilst it is  con ceptually problematic, tr ial of zero initial loss  represents  a  lower bound   to  
the potential adjustments t o initial loss values. It was therefore trialled to  det ermine whether some 
adjustment to initial loss might perform better than an adjustment to pre-burst rainfall magnitude.

It is seen in Figure 9 that  adopting  zero initia l  loss  tends to overestimate desi gn peak flow s  and increase  
s slightly the variability of errors compared to standard ARR2019 approach. 



Figure 9. 1% AEP peak flow ratios standard ARR2019 vs zero IL

Summary of bias correction approaches for loss region 3

The anal ysis of the  zero initial loss and 75 th  percentile  pre-burst  ma gn itude  approaches prov ided  two 
potential approaches  to m itigate  th e   underestimat ion   of design peak flow s .  The results indicated that 
the 75 th   percentile  pre-burst approach provides  results clos er to a ratio of one in comparison  to the zero 
initial loss approach for most catchments.

Having said this, it must be noted that the analyses unde rtaken  should be  regarded as preliminary in 
nature only and indicative of a potential way forwar d. Addressing  the systemic under estimation of 
design peak flows for Victoria n  catc hments warrants additional research and investigation, and it may 
be possible,  for example, to  combine some estimate of pre-burst rainfall with some initial loss 
adjustment f actor to opti mise the bias corre ction. Alternatively, it is possible that ei th er t he pre-burst 
magnitudes or the regional initial losses could be recalculated f or Victoria to re move the overall bias in 
flood estimates. 

As an interim measure, in lieu of ad ditional rese arch, it is recomme nded for Victorian catchments within 
the inf lu ence  of loss region 3, that the 75 th  percentile pre-burst rainfall magnitudes be a dopted for design  
flood estimation where no other loss information is available.

Therefore ,   i n line with AR2019 recommendations (Section 3.3.3 of Book 5; Section 5 of Book 7), it is 
stressed that flood estimates are best derived using information local to the specific catchment of 
int erest. A variety of approaches are available, and loss estimates can be obtained by one or more of the 
following approaches:

1. Reconciliation with at-site flood frequency quantiles: initial and continuing losses are varied 
within their expected range to ac hieve a reasonable level of agreement between estimates derived from 
rainfall-based modelling and flood frequency analysis.

2. Reconciliation using within-catchment transposed flood quantiles: streamflow observations are 
commonly available at gauging stati ons upstream or downstream of the site of interest, and flood 
quantiles derived from these sites can be transposed to the site of interest and used for reconciliation as 
described in approach 1.

3. Event-based calibration: continuing losses obtained from c alibration of historical events 
provide some indication of typical design values, noting that past historical events are biased towards 
wet catchment conditions; initial losses from historical events are highly variable and information from 
a small sample  of events are of low utility (and therefore some form of reconciliation with other sources 
of information is recommended).



4. Reconciliation using nearby catchment transposed flood quantiles: regional flood quantiles 
derived using RFFE and other procedures  (Section 3, Book 3, ARR2019) can be used for reconciliation 
as described in approach 1.

5. Transposition of losses: initial and continuing loss estimates validated on nearby catchments 
which are considered to be hydrologically similar.

6. Regional losses  ( ARR Data Hub): unmodified initial and continuing loss estimates obtained 
from the Data Hub losses can be adopted in data poor areas, noting that in loss region 3 these should be 
combined with 75th percentilepre-burst values.

The above methods are listed i n notional order of defensibility, where the first approach is the most 
preferred and the sixth method is the least preferred.

Bias correction for other loss regions

The outcome of the an alysis indicated that adoption of  the 75 th  percentile pre-burst rainfal l mag ni tudes 
for Victorian catchments wi thin loss region 3  is   a reasonable interim approach to  mitigate  bias in  the  
design flood estimates. During t he course of the analysi s, it was found th at those catchments which 
overlapped loss regions, or  were  c lose to the boundary of loss regions where smo othing of the loss 
values had occurre d, tended to produce anomalous results. In several cases, the standard  ARR2019 
inputs produced  design flood estim ates which were substantially higher than those estim ated  fr om 
gauged data.

As such, those catchments whic h were affected by other loss regions  were excluded from analysis and 
therefore the conclusions of this  stud y   only appl ies  to those c atchments  wholly within region  3 .  With 
reference to  Figure  5 , loss region 3 covers  the majori ty of Victoria, wi th the remainder covered by loss 
region 2. There are very small areas of loss r egion 4 in the state, and  no areas  classified as loss region 
1. The outcomes of this study therefore apply to a majority of Victorian catchments.

No twithstandi ng this, further b enchmarking research into catchments in other loss regions is urgently 
required .   T here may b e some v alue in  undertaking  further research  to  rederiv e  the regional los s  
estimates for all of Victoria using only the regional 3  p red iction equations. This could be coupled with 
searching for additional gauged catchments within or close to r eg ion 2 wh ich could be added into the 
analysis.

CONCLUSIONS 

The release of ARR2019 pr ov ided a range of new techniques and datasets to support de sig n flood 
es timation in Australia. Whilst considerable effort was expended in developing the new guidance, 
the re  was lim ited opportunity for benchmarking the design flood estimated produced using  th ese new 
datasets. As such, Melbourne Water and the Victor ian  Governmen t commissioned a benchmarking 
study to assess whether there was systematic bias in design flood es ti mates fo r Victorian catchments 
using the ARR2019 techniques and data sets.

A total o f  25 catchments were identified across Victoria with calibr ate d RORB mod els and a  reasonably 
reliable record of streamflow data. Modelled design flood peak flow  estimates  for AEPs  between 10% 
and 1% were produced using the RORB models  in  combin ation  with standar d  ARR2019 design inputs. 
These results w ere compared to  gauged design fl ood estimates from at-site flood frequency analysis, 
and it was found that the mo delled peak  flow values sys tematically underestimated the gauged values.  
As such, it can be concluded t ha t use of the standard ARR2019 design i nputs for Victor ia is likely to  
result in an underestimate of design flood peak flow in the majority of catchments. 

This pr oject also teste d the variability in flood estimates resulting from three different applicat io ns of 
pre-burst rainfall.   The  results  i ndicated that  t he modelled peak flow quantiles were largely invariant to 
the pre-burst method adopted.  However c onceptuall y , use of a pre-b urst ratio rather than absolute depth 
approach was preferred, particularly when the focus of the study is on AEPs rarer than 1%.

Whe re possible, reconciliation to gauged data is the preferred approach to estimating losses. Howev er, 
when rec o nciliation to g auged data is not possible, a preliminary investigation was undertaken for t hr ee 
broad approaches to potential bias  correction for d esign flood estimates for Victorian catchments. The 
options considered were:

Application of a uniform adjustment factor to the ARR2019 regional continuing loss values. 



 Adoption of a larger pre-burst rainfall magnitude. 

 Adoption of a uniform adjustment to the regional median initial loss values.

The results of these preliminary investigations indica te that use  of the 75th perc entile pre-burst rainfa ll 
magnitude data (in lieu of median pre-burst rainfa ll ) provides results with significantly  less bias than 
using standard ARR2019 inputs. 

T he analyses underta ken  here  should be regarded as pre liminary  in nature only  and indicative of a 
potential way forward. Addressin g  the systemic underestimation of  design peak flows for Victorian 
catchments warrants additiona l research and investigation, and it may be possibl e, for example, to 
combine some es timate o f pre-burst rai nfall with some initial loss adjustment factor to opt im ise the bias 
correction. Altern atively, it is possible that either the pre-burst magnitudes o r the regional initial losses 
could be recalculated for Victoria to remove the overall bias in flood estimates. 

As an interim measure, in lieu of additional res ea rch, it is recommended for Vict orian catchments within 
the influence of region 3 losses, that  the 75 th  percentile pre-burst rainfall magnitudes  be adopted for 
design flood estima tion alo ng with Data Hu b values of initial and continuing loss.  This  guidanc e  for 
Victoria is being published on the ARR Data Hub for public use. 
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